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IMPORTANCE Hearing loss is associated with cognitive decline. However, it is unclear if
hearing restorative devices may have a beneficial effect on cognition.

OBJECTIVE To evaluate the associations of hearing aids and cochlear implants with cognitive
decline and dementia.

DATA SOURCES PubMed, Embase, and Cochrane databases for studies published from
inception to July 23, 2021.

STUDY SELECTION Randomized clinical trials or observational studies published as full-length
articles in peer-reviewed journals relating to the effect of hearing interventions on cognitive
function, cognitive decline, cognitive impairment, and dementia in patients with hearing loss.

DATA EXTRACTION AND SYNTHESIS The review was conducted in accordance with Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) reporting guidelines.
Two authors independently searched the PubMed, Embase, and Cochrane databases for
studies relating to the effect of hearing interventions on cognitive decline and dementia in
patients with hearing loss.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Maximally adjusted hazard ratios (HRs) were used for
dichotomous outcomes and ratio of means for continuous outcomes. Sources of
heterogeneity were investigated using sensitivity and subgroup analyses, and publication
bias was assessed using visual inspection, the Egger test, and trim and fill.

RESULTS A total of 3243 studies were screened; 31 studies (25 observational studies, 6 trials)
with 137 484 participants were included, of which 19 (15 observational studies, 4 trials) were
included in quantitative analyses. Meta-analysis of 8 studies, which had 126 903 participants,
had a follow-up duration ranging from 2 to 25 years, and studied long-term associations
between hearing aid use and cognitive decline, showed significantly lower hazards of any
cognitive decline among hearing aid users compared with participants with uncorrected
hearing loss (HR, 0.81; 95% CI, 0.76-0.87; I2 = 0%). Additionally, meta-analysis of 11 studies
with 568 participants studying the association between hearing restoration and short-term
cognitive test score changes revealed a 3% improvement in short-term cognitive test scores
after the use of hearing aids (ratio of means, 1.03; 95% CI, 1.02-1.04, I2 = 0%).

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE In this meta-analysis, the usage of hearing restorative devices
by participants with hearing loss was associated with a 19% decrease in hazards of long-term
cognitive decline. Furthermore, usage of these devices was significantly associated with a
3% improvement in cognitive test scores that assessed general cognition in the short term.
A cognitive benefit of hearing restorative devices should be further investigated in
randomized trials.
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T he incidence of dementia is expected to triple by 2050
to cross 150 million cases worldwide and result in up
to $50 billion in economic losses by 2030.1 Despite the

high burden of disease, no exact cure currently exists to treat
dementia, making addressing and targeting preventable risk
factors a crucial factor in addressing dementia and cognitive
impairment. Recently, hearing loss has been identified as
among the top modifiable risk factors for dementia, account-
ing for a 9% in risk reduction.2 This is significant because not
only is hearing loss highly prevalent in the community, affect-
ing approximately 20% to 26% of adults aged 45 years and in-
creasing to 63% in adults older than 70 years, it is also often
treatable with hearing aids.3,4

Hearing restorative devices, such as cochlear implants and
behind-the-ear or in-the-ear hearing aids, are electronic de-
vices to correct hearing loss. Some studies suggested fitting
hearing aids may prevent incident cognitive impairment by ad-
dressing hearing loss.5 Some observational studies have sug-
gested hearing aids may attenuate the onset of dementia,6 pos-
sibly through decreasing cognitive load or correcting sensory
deprivation in those with hearing loss. However, not all ob-
servational studies showed benefits from hearing aid use,
which may be attributed to a lack of consistency in wearing
hearing devices in social situations or late implementation of
these devices.7-9

To date, no meta-analysis has pooled the available evidence
on the cognitive benefit of hearing restorative devices. Because
some studies may have an inadequate sample size, a pooled
analysismayhelpincreasethestatisticalpower.Hence,thisstudy
aims to analyze both cognitive scores and longitudinal data to
determine the long-term associations of hearing restorative de-
vices with cognitive impairment and incident dementia.

Methods
This review was registered with PROSPERO (CRD42021281359)
and was done in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Review and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines
(eTable 1 in the Supplement).10 Two authors (B.S.Y.Y., H.J.J.M.
D.S.) searched 3 databases, PubMed, Embase, and the Cochrane
Library, for retrospective and prospective cohort studies, cross-
sectional studies, and randomized clinical trials relating to the
effect of hearing interventions on cognitive function, cognitive
decline, cognitive impairment, and dementia in patients with
hearing loss from each database’s inception to July 23, 2021.
The full search strategy is included in the eTable 2 in the
Supplement. Two authors (B.S.Y.Y., H.J.J.M.D.S.) independently
screened abstracts and titles followed by full texts to check the
eligibility for inclusion, with disputes being resolved through
consensus from a third independent author (E.M.S.T.). Article
screening was done using the online platform Rayyan.11

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
We included studies with a population of adults at least 18 years
old with hearing loss confirmed via pure-tone audiometry. The
intervention was use of hearing restorative devices, including
hearing aids and cochlear implants. The comparator was adult

participants with uncorrected hearing loss. The main outcomes
were either (1) dementia diagnosed based on accepted clinical
diagnostic criteria (eg, Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders [DSM] criteria) or (2) measurement of general cogni-
tive function via Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) and/
or Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) or other commonly
used cognitive test, or (3) cognitive impairment, diagnosed based
on accepted clinical diagnostic criteria (eg, DSM criteria) or
through standardized screening questionnaires (eg, MMSE,
MoCA). We included randomized clinical trials or observational
studies published as full-length articles in peer-reviewed jour-
nals. We excluded reviews, meta-analyses, studies that used pro-
prietarytestsnotextensivelyvalidatedbyotherstudies,andstud-
ies published in any language other than English.

Risk-of-Bias Assessment
Two reviewers (B.S.Y.Y., H.J.J.M.D.S.) assessed the risk of bias
of included studies using the Newcastle-Ottawa Quality
Assessment Scale, and disagreements were resolved by con-
sensus or appeal to a third author (E.M.S.T.).12 Studies scor-
ing 7 to 9 points, 4 to 6 points, and 3 or fewer points were at
low, moderate, and high risk of bias, respectively. The
Newcastle-Ottawa Scale is a 9-point/star scale based on an
8-item checklist that consists of 3 domains: selection, compa-
rability, and outcome. For each item in the checklist as-
sessed, predetermined responses that were indicative of low
risk of bias were awarded a star (eTable 3 in the Supplement).

Data Extraction
Relevant data from included articles were extracted by a pair
of independent authors (B.S.Y.Y., H.J.J.M.D.S.) into a standard-
ized extraction template. Patient data and characteristics were
extracted, including first author, year published, study de-
sign, setting, country, sample size, duration of follow-up, per-
centage male, mean/median age, intervention (eg, the type of
hearing restorative device used), hazard ratios (HRs) of de-
mentia or mild cognitive impairment between hearing restor-
ative device users and nonusers, mean cognitive test scores of
hearing restorative device users before and after the use of the
device, covariates adjusted for, statistical methods, and key

Key Points
Question Do hearing aids and cochlear implants decrease the risk
of subsequent cognitive decline in individuals with hearing loss?

Findings In this systematic review and multiadjusted
observational meta-analysis including 137 484 participants, the
use of hearing restorative devices was associated with a 19%
decrease in hazards of long-term cognitive decline such as incident
dementia over a duration ranging from 2 to 25 years. Usage of
these devices was also associated with a 3% improvement in
cognitive test scores in the short term.

Meaning In this meta-analysis, the usage of hearing aids and
cochlear implants is associated with a decreased risk of
subsequent cognitive decline; physicians should strongly
encourage their patients with hearing loss to adopt such devices.
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findings. This process was verified by at least 1 other re-
viewer. A summary of characteristics of included studies can
be found in eTable 4 in the Supplement.

Publication Bias Assessment and Overall Quality of Evidence
Publication bias was assessed by visual inspection for asymme-
try in their respective funnel plots, and by performing an Egger
test.13 The quality appraisal scores for included articles are shown
in eTable 5 in the Supplement. Overall quality of evidence was
assessed using the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment,
Development, and Evaluations (GRADE) framework.14

Statistical Analysis
Where there were sufficient data, we pooled maximally co-
variate-adjusted HRs via a mixed-effects model to compute the
overall hazards of cognitive decline of participants who used
hearing restorative devices, compared with those who did not.
We also conducted subgroup analyses with the study popu-
lation according to type of cognitive impairment, type of cog-
nitive test used, type of hearing restorative device, and qual-
ity of studies and by continent, whereby we first computed a
study-level estimate by pooling the different subgroup esti-
mates using a fixed-effects model. Then, we pooled the dif-
ferent study estimates in a random-effects model to compute
the overall summary estimate. For continuous outcome mea-
sures such as cognitive test scores, we pooled the ratio of means

(ROM) of cognitive test scores that assessed general cogni-
tion before and after the use of hearing restorative devices. For
dichotomous outcome measures such as dementia, we pooled
maximally adjusted HRs.

Statistical heterogeneity was assessed via I2 and Cochran Q
test values, where an I2 value of more than 50% and a Cochran
QtestwithaP ≤ .10wasconsideredsignificantforheterogeneity.15

Statistical significance was considered for outcomes with a
P ≤ .05. All analyses were done using R version 4.0.5.16

Results
Our study selection process is summarized in Figure 1. Our sys-
tematic search generated 3243 records after removing dupli-
cates, where 67 records had their full texts assessed for eligi-
bility. Thirty-one studies with 137 484 participants were
included in our final review, and 19 were included in our quan-
titative analyses. Of the 31 studies, 16 were prospective co-
horts, 6 were retrospective cohorts, 3 were cross-sectional stud-
ies, 2 were nonrandomized clinical trials, 2 were single-group
trials, and 2 were randomized clinical trials (with only short-
term data available). Twenty-one and 10 studies had a mod-
erate and low risk of bias, respectively, when assessed using
the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale. Thirteen studies were con-
ducted in Europe,6-8,17-26 12 studies were conducted in North
America,27-37 3 studies were conducted in Asia,38-40 and 2 stud-
ies were conducted in Australasia.41,42 One study consisted of
a multinational cohort (eTable 4 in the Supplement).43 Over-
all quality of evidence was low when assessed using GRADE
(eTable 5 in the Supplement).

Severity of Hearing Loss
Fourteen studies only involved participants with minimally
moderate hearing loss. Five studies used self-reported hear-
ing loss. Of the articles that included the degree of hearing loss,
7 studies stratified the number of patients based on mild,
moderate, severe, and profound hearing loss; 5 studies re-
ported the mean pure-tone audiometry definition; and 4 stud-
ies reported the minimum pure-tone audiometry results of
included patients.

Cognitive Outcomes Assessed and Types
of Hearing Restorative Devices
Five studies assessed the effect of hearing restorative devices on
the outcome of dementia, with 1 of them looking at the conver-
sion from mild cognitive impairment to dementia. In these stud-
ies, dementia was ascertained through physician diagnosis,
International Classification of Diseases codes, or DSM criteria.
Three studies looked at cognitive impairment, which was as-
sessed dichotomously through a cutoff cognitive test score. For
the remaining 23 studies, changes in general cognitive function
were assessed through cognitive test scores such as MMSE (6
studies),MoCA(4studies),RepeatableBatteryfortheAssessment
of Neuropsychological Status (RBANS, 3 studies), and Digit Sym-
bol Substitution Test (DSST, 3 studies). Eleven studies defined
hearing restoration as the use of cochlear implants, while the
remaining 20 studies defined it as the use of hearing aids.

Figure 1. PRISMA Flow Diagram of the Study Selection Process

3466 Records identified through
database searching
1930 PubMed
1289 Embase
247 Cochrane

3243 Records after duplicates removed

3243 Records screened 

36 Excluded
23 Studied irrelevant outcome (eg, did not assess

general cognition, neuropathological findings)
5 Used wrong study design (eg, comparison was

not made between corrected and uncorrected HL)
5 Were wrong publication type (eg, case series,

ongoing trials with pending results)
1 Included wrong population (eg, participants

already had dementia at baseline)
1 Non-English language
1 Repeated sample

3176 Excluded

67 Full-text articles assessed for eligibility

31 Studies included in qualitative synthesis

19 Studies included in quantitative
synthesis (meta-analysis)

HL indicates hearing loss; PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-analyses.
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Longitudinal Association Between Hearing Aid Use
and Long-term Incidence of Cognitive Decline
Meta-analysis of the longitudinal association of hearing aid use
and cognitive decline included 8 studies with a follow-up dura-
tion ranging from 2 years to 25 years. There were no included
studies that used cochlear implants for the longitudinal associa-
tion between hearing aids and cognitive decline. A pooled analy-
sis of 126 903 participants showed significantly lower hazards of
any cognitive decline among hearing aid users compared with
participants with uncorrected hearing loss (HR, 0.81; 95% CI,
0.76-0.87; I2 = 0%) (Figure 2). This association was adjusted for
potential confounders such as age and gender (all 8 studies), edu-
cation (6 studies), socioeconomic status (3 studies), and comor-
bidities such as hypertension (4 studies).

Subgroup Analyses Stratified by Type of Cognitive Decline,
Continent, and Quality of Studies
Stratifying the analysis into different subgroups by type of cog-
nitive decline, studies were separated into 3 groups: incident
cognitive impairment (3 studies), the development of demen-
tia from mild cognitive impairment (1 study), and incident de-
mentia (4 studies) (eFigure 1 in the Supplement). In all 3 sub-
groups, hearing aid users were associated with a significantly
lower hazard of cognitive impairment (HR, 0.79; 95% CI, 0.65-
0.97; I2 = 0%), conversion from mild cognitive impairment to
dementia (HR, 0.73; 95% CI, 0.60-0.88), and incident demen-
tia (HR, 0.83; 95% CI, 0.77-0.90; I2 = 0%), compared with that
of the control group. Statistical tests of heterogeneity were not
significant in the subgroups (I2 = 0%).

Furthermore, the analysis was also stratified by geo-
graphic continent into 3 subgroups, North America (3 stud-
ies), Asia (2 studies), and Europe (3 studies). Hearing aid us-
ers were associated with significantly lower hazards of any type
of cognitive decline across all continents, including North
America (HR, 0.83; 95% CI, 0.76-0.89; I2 = 0%), Asia (HR, 0.78;
95% CI, 0.61-0.99; I2 = 0%), and Europe (HR, 0.78; 95% CI,
0.67-0.92; I2 = 0%). There was no detected statistical hetero-
geneity in any of the subgroups (I2 = 0%) (eFigure 2 in the
Supplement).

Stratifying the analysis by the quality of studies, the stud-
ieswereseparatedinto2subgroups,moderateriskofbias(2stud-
ies) and low risk of bias (6 studies). There were no low-quality
studies included in this meta-analysis. Our findings were not

significant in either the moderate risk of bias (HR, 0.83; 95% CI,
0.77-0.90; I2 = 0%) or low risk of bias (HR, 0.77; 95% CI, 0.68-
0.88; I2 = 0%)subgroup(eFigure3intheSupplement).Therewas
no statistical heterogeneity in either subgroup (I2 = 0%).

Publication Bias
While visual inspection suggested possible funnel plot asym-
metry, an Egger test did not indicate the presence of funnel
plot asymmetry (intercept = 0.052; 95% CI, –0.73 to 0.84;
P = .90). Trim and fill imputed zero additional studies (eFig-
ure 4 in the Supplement). Further cumulative meta-analyses
and leave-1-out analyses showed a stable and consistent ef-
fect size (eFigures 5 and 6 in the Supplement).

Association Between Hearing Restoration and Changes
in Short-term Cognitive Test Scores
A summary of results is presented in Figure 3. Eleven studies
were analyzed to demonstrate the pooled ROM of cognitive test
scores before and after the use of hearing restorative devices.
A pooled analysis of 568 participants revealed a 3% improve-
ment in cognitive test scores after the use of hearing restor-
ative devices (ROM, 1.03; 95% CI, 1.02-1.04; I2 = 0%). Short-
term follow-up duration for these studies ranged from 3 months
to a year. There was no statistical heterogeneity (I2 = 0%).

Subgroup Analyses
We conducted 4 different subgroup analyses by type of cog-
nitive test, type of hearing restorative device, and continent.
Stratifying the analysis by type of cognitive test, the studies
were separated into 3 subgroups, MMSE (4 studies, n = 213),
MoCA (3 studies, n = 188), and DSST (2 studies, n = 114). The
improvement in cognitive test scores remained significant in
the MMSE (ROM, 1.03; 95% CI, 1.01-1.05; I2 = 5%) and MoCA
(ROM, 1.03; 95% CI, 1.00-1.06; I2 = 0%) subgroups but did not
reach statistical significance in the DSST (ROM, 1.03; 95% CI,
0.96-1.10; I2 = 0%) subgroup (eFigure 7 in the Supplement).
When analyzed by type of hearing restorative device, the stud-
ies were separated into 2 subgroups, cochlear implants (7 stud-
ies, n = 351) and hearing aids (4 studies, n = 217). Our find-
ings remained significant in the cochlear implant (ROM, 1.03;
95% CI, 1.02-1.05) subgroup but became nonsignificant in that
of hearing aids (ROM, 1.02; 95% CI, 0.98-1.05) (eFigure 8 in the
Supplement).

Figure 2. Longitudinal Association of Hearing Aid Use and Any Cognitive Decline

TESource
Lin et al,27 2013

HR
(95% CI)
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Tai et al,40 2021
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relative weight apportioned to the
study; the diamond indicates the
estimated pooled hazard ratio (HR)
for each random-effects
meta-analysis. seTE indicates
standard error of treatment estimate;
TE, estimated treatment effect.
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When stratifying the results by continent, the studies
were separated into 3 subgroups, Asia (2 studies, n = 128),
North America (3 studies, n = 193), and Europe (6 studies,
n = 247). The trend of improved cognitive test scores
remained consistent in the North American (ROM, 1.03; 95%
CI, 1.00-1.06) and European (ROM, 1.03; 95% CI, 1.02-1.05)
subgroups, although statistical significance was not
achieved in the Asian subgroup (eFigure 9 in the Supple-
ment). Stratifying the analysis by the quality of studies, the
studies were separated into 2 subgroups, moderate risk of
bias (9 studies, n = 454) and low risk of bias (2 studies,
n = 114). There were no low-quality studies included in this
meta-analysis. Our findings were not significant in either
the moderate risk of bias (ROM, 1.02; 95% CI, 1.00-1.04;
I2 = 0%) or low risk of bias (ROM, 1.04; 95% CI, 1.02-1.05;
I2 = 0%) subgroup (eFigure 10 in the Supplement). There
was no statistical heterogeneity in all subgroups (I2 = 0%).

Publication Bias and Other Analyses
Visual inspection suggested possible funnel plot asymmetry.
However, an Egger test did not indicate the presence of fun-
nel plot asymmetry (intercept = 0.152; 95% CI, –0.52 to 0.83;
P = .67). Trim and fill imputed 2 additional studies with mini-
mal changes to the pooled effect size (ROM, 1.03; 95% CI, 1.02
to 1.04) (eFigure 11 in the Supplement).

Systematic Review
There were a few additional studies excluded from our meta-
analysis because of incompatible data such as regression
coefficients and the lack of raw cognitive test scores before
and after the hearing intervention. There were 9 studies that
supported the conclusions of our meta-analysis. Brewster
et al33 conducted a small pilot randomized clinical trial
(n = 13) that showed an improvement in RBANS for the com-
ponent of immediate memory after 12 weeks of hearing aid
use. Furthermore, Cuoco et al23 found that patients with mild

hearing loss fitted with hearing aids had significant improve-
ments on the clock drawing test compared with patients
without hearing aids after 6 months. Deal et al34 revealed
greater declines in memory and global function between
those with moderate/severe hearing impairment; declines
among those without hearing aids were the greatest, and the
follow-up was 20 years. Additionally, Glick and Sharma35 per-
formed neuroelectrical studies where hearing aid treatment
was associated with reversal in abnormal cortical reorganiza-
tion and with gains in speech perception and cognitive per-
formance after 6 months. Lin29 also elucidated that patients
with greater hearing loss scored lower on the DSST, and usage
of hearing restorative devices was positively associated with
cognitive functioning. Furthermore, Mertens et al43 found
cochlear implantation improved overall cognitive functioning
and attention after 14 months of use scored on RBANS. Sepa-
rately, Qian et al37 highlighted that hearing aid use was asso-
ciated with better MMSE scores. Lastly, Sarant et al41 found
that the use of cochlear implants after 5 years resulted in an
improvement in average executive function. In a separate
study by the same author and colleagues,42 cognitive test
scores also improved significantly after 18 months of hearing
aid use, especially in female individuals.

On the other hand, 3 studies we found provided evi-
dence against the conclusions in our meta-analysis. A small
cross-sectional study by Kramer et al36 found that patients
fitted with cochlear implants did not have significantly dif-
ferent cognitive function, after adjustment, compared with
those with uncorrected profound hearing loss. Similarly,
Öberg et al25 found no significant differences in cognitive
function between patients with hearing aids and patients
with hearing difficulties without hearing aids. Additionally,
van Hooren et al26 also found hearing aid use did not signifi-
cantly improve cognitive performance after 1 year when
measured. More details on these studies can be found in
eTables 3 and 4 in the Supplement.

Figure 3. Pooled Ratio of Means (ROM) of Cognitive Test Scores Before and After the Use of Hearing Restorative Devices

Source
ROM 
(95% CI)

Weight,
%

Acar et al,24 2011
Buchman et al,30 2020

Mosnier et al,19 2015
Sonnet et al,20 2017
Vasil et al,32 2021
Castiglione et al,21 2016

Claes et al,17 2018
Dawes et al,18 2015
Deal et al,31 2017

Uchida et al,38 2021
Issing et al,22 2021

Heterogeneity: τ2 = 0 (P = .95); I2 = 0%

Random-effects model

0.8 1.25
ROM (95% CI)

1

Favors no
hearing 

restorative 
devices

Favors
hearing 
restorative 
devices

568

After hearing restoration
Total, No.
34
96
20
69
20
94
16
77
15
94
33

Mean (SD)
23.05 (7.59)
25.30 (3.75)
95.30 (15.70)
26.80 (3.32)
40.80 (11.50)
28.80 (1.80)
27.70 (1.60)
25.40 (3.30)
27.20 (3.72)
46.10 (12.20)
16.90 (2.10)

568 1.03 (1.02-1.04)

Before hearing restoration
Total, No.
34
96
20
69
20
94
16
77
15
94
33

Mean (SD)
20.38 (7.74)
24.70 (3.75)
89.60 (15.20)
26.70 (3.32)
40.20 (10.20)
27.80 (1.70)
27.10 (2.10)
24.70 (3.20)
25.70 (3.08)
44.70 (11.80)
16.40 (2.10)

1.13 (0.96-1.34)
1.02 (0.98-1.07)
1.06 (0.96-1.18)
1.00 (0.96-1.05)
1.01 (0.86-1.20)
1.04 (1.02-1.05)
1.02 (0.97-1.07)
1.03 (0.99-1.07)
1.06 (0.97-1.16)
1.03 (0.96-1.11)
1.03 (0.97-1.10)

0.6
9.1
1.5
9.5
0.6
52.4
7.3
9.8
1.9
2.9
4.4
100

The size of each box reflects the relative weight apportioned to each study; the diamond indicates the estimated pooled ROM for each random-effects
meta-analysis.
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Discussion

In this systematic review and meta-analysis of 31 studies com-
prising 137 484 participants, the use of hearing restorative de-
vices in participants with hearing loss was found to be signifi-
cantly associated with a 19% reduction in hazards of any
cognitive decline, compared with their counterparts with
uncorrected hearing loss, adjusting for possible confounders,
including age and gender, education, socioeconomic status, and
comorbidities. Importantly, this benefit is evident for both nor-
mal baseline cognition and baseline mild cognitive impair-
ment. Furthermore, the use of these devices was significantly
associated with a 3% improvement in cognitive test scores as-
sessing general cognition. These findings were robust to sub-
group analyses, quantitative assessments of publication bias,
as well as cumulative and leave-1-out meta-analyses.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehen-
sive quantitative synthesis looking at associations between
hearing restoration and cognitive decline. While previous meta-
analyses have established a significantly increased odds of de-
mentia and cognitive impairment among participants with
hearing loss,44 this study further adds value by suggesting that
correcting for this sensory deficit is associated with a slower
decline in cognition.

The exact mechanisms underlying the cognitive benefits
of hearing aids and cochlear implants have not been eluci-
dated, although there are several postulated theories regard-
ing the relationship between hearing loss and dementia that
have been extensively discussed.45-47 First, the common-
cause hypothesis suggests both hearing loss and cognitive de-
cline occur independently as a result of a common mecha-
nism such age-related neurodegenerative processes involving
vascular burden, oxidative stress, and genetics.45,46,48 How-
ever, the results of our study seem to refute this hypothesis,
as it proposes that hearing aids would not be able to correct
hearing loss as auditory function deteriorates alongside cog-
nitive function and would be unaffected by interventions.
Instead we have shown that there is a statistically significant
benefit associated with hearing interventions, which could cor-
rect or prevent cognitive decline to a certain degree.

Multiple other hypotheses for the link between hearing loss
and dementia provide possible support for the cognitive ben-
efits of hearing aids. The cognitive load hypothesis suggests
individuals with hearing loss may allocate high amounts of cog-
nitive resources for auditory perceptual processing as they per-
form effortful listening, as evidenced by poorer downstream
recall and secondary task performance in patients with hear-
ing loss.49,50 Hence, fewer cognitive resources may be allo-
cated for executive function and other cognitive tasks, includ-
ing memory encoding. Thus, hearing restorative devices may
reduce cognitive burden from listening, redirecting cognitive
resources back to cognitive tasks.6 Furthermore, the sensory
deficit hypothesis suggests that lack of sensory input may lead
to structural alterations, including atrophy. Imaging studies
found that reduced volumes in the primary auditory cortex,
whole brain, and especially the right temporal lobe were pre-
dicted by hearing impairment,51,52 and this atrophy affects

cognitive ability that originates from similarly affected corti-
cal areas. Allowing hearing restorative devices to provide
sensory stimulation before prolonged deprivation may cause
cortical changes that could prevent cognitive deterioration. Fur-
ther, hearing loss may be associated with social isolation,53,54

possibly due to difficulties in following conversation that re-
sult from hearing loss, causing individuals to withdraw from
social activities.47,55 Multiple prospective studies have dem-
onstrated strong relationships between social isolation and
dementia.56-58 Hearing restorative devices could improve so-
cial connectedness by empowering individuals to participate
in social activities that require hearing and communication,
and some studies have suggested hearing interventions re-
duce loneliness.55,59 Thus, hearing aid use may prevent so-
cial isolation and its resultant development of cognitive
impairment,5 although further studies are required to ana-
lyze this association.60

Hence, hearing loss in dementia is likely to be multifacto-
rial, and a combination of these theories most likely contrib-
utes to the benefit seen from hearing aids and cochlear im-
plants. Furthermore, our results suggest with appropriate
follow-up time, hearing interventions are effective. A recent
study showed subclinical hearing loss was related to cognitive
function, suggesting the importance of early intervention.61 This
adds on to the Lancet Commission,2 suggesting that hearing
loss may be a risk factor for dementia in middle-aged adults. Be-
cause this is an emerging area of study where we are increas-
ingly able to recognize subclinical hearing loss, further studies
should explore whether patients who are unaware of their hear-
ing loss could benefit from hearing restorative devices.

Our subgroup analysis found that the results remained sig-
nificant in the North American and European subgroups of the
cochlear implant group but was not statistically significant in
the Asian subgroup. However, it should be noted that these re-
sults should be interpreted with caution, as subgroup analy-
sis results are observational and require studies with larger
power to evaluate the effect of hearing restorative devices in
the subgroups. The difference in statistical significance may
be attributed to a smaller sample size and the fewer included
studies in these subgroups, rather than an absence of effect,
and differences are unlikely to be clinically meaningful. Hence,
having more studies in Asian subgroups or using the DSST
would be important to strengthen our results and calls for more
studies to provide power to these various subgroups.

Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of this study lie in the large number of system-
atically included studies from different countries and the lack
of evidence of publication bias, which enhances the credibil-
ity of our results. Additionally, we studied a myriad of cogni-
tive domains and different cognitive tests, providing a com-
prehensive scope of studies to analyze the relationship between
hearing intervention use and cognitive function. However, the
limitations of our study should be addressed. Most impor-
tantly, we were also unable to compare the severity of hear-
ing loss in patients. Hence, we were unable to determine if the
benefit of using hearing restorative devices is seen across the
spectrum of hearing loss or to different degrees of deafness.
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Consequently, some studies included were also of low qual-
ity on the GRADE score. Additionally, we could not perform
meta-regression for other confounding variables such as
patients’ ethnicity and education level because data were only
available in limited studies.

Nevertheless, our meta-analysis findings were thorough,
which were complemented by a comprehensive series of sen-
sitivity analyses, stratified based on the type of cognitive test
used, type of hearing restorative device, continent, and type
of cognitive decline. To minimize clinical heterogeneity, we
only opted for tests that assessed general cognitive function,
such as MMSE and MoCA, in our prespecified protocol. Con-
sequently, our study may be limited in showing which areas
of cognition hearing interventions truly affect. Also, there could
be residual confounding present, especially in studies with very
short follow-up times. The supposed improvement in cogni-
tive test scores is confounded by the fact that participants can
simply hear the instructions of the test better after hearing

restoration. Studies that present longer follow-up times may
also be more useful in evaluating the association of hearing
intervention on dementia.

Conclusions
In this multiadjusted observational meta-analysis of 31 observa-
tional studies comprising 137 484 participants, the use of hear-
ing restorative devices by participants with hearing loss was
found to be significantly associated with a 19% decrease in the
hazards of long-term cognitive decline. Furthermore, the use of
thesedeviceswasalsosignificantlyassociatedwitha3%improve-
ment in short-term cognitive test scores that assessed general
cognition. This study adds to the growing evidence base and
serves as an impetus for clinicians treating patients with hear-
ing loss to persuade them to adopt hearing restorative devices,
to mitigate their risk of cognitive decline such as dementia.
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